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Teach All Nations 

Call me if I can help.  1-207-956-0819. 

Yesterday I wrote about the Great Commission.  Today I want to double down on a phrase featured in that Commis-

sion … Teach All NATIONS. 

My twenty years as a registered lobbyist in Maine brought the power of this idea home to me.  I was professionally 

registered as a lobbyist representing God.  To be more precise I was professionally engaged to make Jesus Christ 

real in Maine politics. 

In her wisdom the ministry that I led, The Christian Civic League of Maine, fought Big Sodomy as her priority.  

Every year I would put the question to the Board of Directors.  “What should our priority be this year?”  I would 

ask. 

In the beginning of the 1990s the choice was nearly obvious.  As the battle heated up the discussions became more 

intense.  In the closing years of my tenure the Board shrunk to a few courageous Christian souls.  My resignation, 

and subsequent firing of my team, brought a return of broader interest in the Board from Christian leadership 

around Maine.  It also signaled the collapse of all political resistance to the acronym army. 

As this career destroying battle played out in my life I found solace in the command Jesus left us, Teach All NA-

TIONS.  Clearly Christianity has a duty to the nation, not just the individual.  Christianity is not just about getting 

individuals saved.  It is about teaching NATIONS about the unique morality of Christianity.  That teaching is to be 

performed by Christians.  That would be me … and you, if you follow Jesus Christ. 

I never heard a reasonable argument for sodomy in all my years of lobbying as an “official” Christian.  Not one.  

All I ever encountered were lies piled on lies.  The lies were wrapped in either the prettiest packaging known to 

man, or the not-so-veiled threat of political execution.  This is typical of power-mad tyrants.  And politically-drunk 

sodomites are all of that, and more. 

Even Franklin Graham is waking to this reality.  He isn’t openly confronting Trump, but he is offering carefully 

worded praise to the good guys.  In a recent Fakebook post the evangelist praised a politician for resisting Big Gay. 
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Graham posted, “Love this guy—he’s got a lot of guts! Mayor Alfonso Cirulli is coming under fire for saying that 

the LGBTQ agenda is ‘an affront to Almighty God.’ At a meeting last week, Mayor Cirulli of Barnegat Township, 

New Jersey, voiced his concerns about a new school curriculum mandated by the state requiring students be taught 

LGBTQ history. He said, ‘No group has a right to force others to comply with their beliefs, deprive them of their 

First Amendment rights, and strip the rights of parents of how to morally raise their children.’” 

Franklin’s dad, Billy, once observed that God would have to apologize to Sodom and Gomorrah if he didn’t judge 

America harshly for the sin of abortion (baby murder).  The Graham organization has, however, worked overtime 

to save individuals at the expense of teaching the nations.  I see this changing ever so slightly under Franklin’s 

leadership.  I pray God gives him great wisdom.  His responsibilities in the world are unique, for sure. 

Christianity’s moral code on marriage, family formation and sexuality is practical.  It works.  That remains the bed-

rock of my political posture on all things LGBTQ and gender.  The two are linked by madness … demon posses-

sion.  And the demons are flooding in to Western Christianity. 

Christianity ceases to exist if it fails to teach all nations that sex outside of marriage is evil.  It cannot fail in this 

duty because to do so would mean it no longer exists as anything rational in the world.  People the world over are 

realizing this. 

The Graham organization is being pulled into this political fight because Christians are waking up.  Nations in the 

eastern portion of the West — Russia and Poland for example — are leading the way as the reformation/

enlightenment system of the world collapses.  And it is collapsing all around us. 

Poland is fighting ferociously against Trump’s violent push for sodomy.  It galls me to think that the machinery of 

our government is being used to attack and destroy Christianity all over the world.  I watched a video yesterday that 

showed how fierce the battle is in Poland right now.  Sadly, the fifth column of homosexuality inside the Catholic 

Church there is weakening the resistance. 

It is worse here in Protestant America.  American people are asleep in their debt-addicted stupor.  They can’t even 

summon the “courage” to resist the moral destruction of their children and grandchildren by all of their institutions.   

It is pathetic, really. 

It is absolutely proven that Western “Education” destroys the capacity in the human soul for faith in the God of 

Christianity.  The propaganda has become so refined in the academy that only the demon possessed souls of our 

elite can survive in it.  Good people, normal people, cannot cope with the chaos.  Elite violence against virtue is 

starting to come back on them. 

The answer to all this is the same as it always has been — belief in God.  That work of philosophy and theology led 

Western man to the foot of a cross, and the death of a man, who is God. 

Jesus left us Christians instructions just before he ascended to heaven.   

He told us to teach all nations. 

Selah. 

 

 


